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Abstract
Histoplasmosis is an important systemic fungal infection in endemic areas. It has been reported from various
states of India, with particular endemicity in north-eastern regions. Most infections are asymptomatic or self-limited,
some individuals develop acute pulmonary infections or severe and progressive disseminated infection. Primary
infection occurs in lungs and can also involve skin, lymph nodes, GIT, CNS, adrenals, liver and spleen. The
particular interest of this paper is to present a case of disseminated histoplasmosis in diabetic patient and to
demonstrate the importance of direct KOH mount preparation for diagnosis of such cases.
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Introduction
Disseminated histoplasmosis is caused by Histoplasma capsulatum
which is a dimorphic fungus found in soil infected with bird and bat
excreta [1]. The predisposing factors for histoplasmosis are
immunosuppressed patients, acquired immunodeficiency disease
syndrome, malignancy, solid organ or bone marrow transplant, and
high dose or prolonged steroid therapy [2,3]. Most of the time
infection remains asymptomatic or self-limited except in 5-10% cases
which may develop progressive disseminated disease [4]. Disseminated
and extrapulmonary histoplasmosis is commonly seen among
immunocompromised individuals especially from endemic region and
clinically presents with non-specific symptoms like pyrexia, anorexia,
nausea, vomiting, weightloss, and fatigue. These nonspeciﬁc symptoms
can resemble other chronic infections including tuberculosis and
malignancies and can lead to diagnostic dilemma [5,6]. The organs
commonly involved in disseminated histoplasmosis are liver, spleen,
adrenal gland, bone marrow and lymph node [2,7]. The skin
involvement, commonly seen in HIV positive cases, is rare in
disseminated disease and occurs in only 6% of patients in the form of
hyperpigmented, erythematous nodule, papule, or ulcerative lesions
[8]. Here we report a case of disseminated histoplasmosis with
cutaneous lesions in a 45 year old male diabetic patient from New
Delhi, India. This case report highlights the presenting features and
role of KOH preparation in the diagnosis.

Case Report
A 46-year-old male, vegetable vendor, diabetic, resident of Delhi,
North India, presented with complaints of multiple plaques and
nodules on his face, neck, upper arms and trunk since 1 month. He
had sudden onset fever 3 months back. He showed to a private hospital
where he was diagnosed as malaria and was put on chloroquine and
other medications. However no signs of improvement were found and
patient was referred to another hospital where he was put on broad
spectrum antibiotics and oral antifungal along with topical ointments.
One month following this, he developed skin lesions over the nape of
his neck. Fever was persisting throughout the time and patient also
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developed mild cough. There were no other systemic complaints.
Cutaneous examination showed multiple erythematous, discrete, nontender, firm papules, over the face, neck, trunk, upper limbs, lower
limbs and back. On physical examination, bilaterally enlarged, matted
and non-tender inguinal lymph nodes were seen. The presentation of
patient created a clinical dilemma between infective and non-infective
causes and a probability of Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma was also kept in
mind. Therefore all relevant laboratory investigations like Haemogram,
liver and kidney blood chemistries and electrolytes were performed
and found to be within normal limits. Chest X-ray showed
pneumonitic infiltrations involving right upper zone. HIV and VDRL
test were negative. The peripheral blood CD4 count was 285 cells/mm3
(using FACS caliber).

Methodology
Thereafter a skin biopsy was performed and sent to microbiology
lab. The biopsy was homogenized using tissue homogenizer and then
10-20% KOH was added and left overnight. Next day the sample was
centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 10 minutes and then a direct KOH mount
was prepared on a slide which showed intracellular budding yeast cells
with clear space around them based on which the fungus provisionally
was identified as Histoplasma capsulatum (Figure 1). The biopsy was
also processed for H&E staining whereby the specimen was
deparaffinize and placed in xylene. Hydration was performed by
passing through decreasing concentration of alcohol baths and water.
(100%, 90%, 80%, 70%) followed by staining in hematoxylin for 3-5
minutes. Then washing was performed in running tap water until
sections “blue” for 5 minutes or less followed by 1% acid alcohol (1%
HCl in 70% alcohol) for 5 minutes. Washing in running tap water was
performed until the sections were again blue by dipping in an alkaline
solution (eg. ammonia water) followed by tap water wash. This was
then stained in 1% Eosin Y for 10 minutes and was washed in tap
water for 1-5 minutes followed by dehydration in increasing
concentration of alcohols. FNAC of inguinal lymph nodes was also
performed and sent simultaneously to pathology lab where on giemsa
stain showed numerous histiocytes studded with yeast form along with
extracellular yeast cells seen (Figure 2). H&E stain confirmed the
presence of fungal yeast cells (Figure 3). Based on clinical,
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microbiological and pathological findings case was diagnosed as a case
of disseminated histoplasmosis with primary lung involvement.

Figure 1: KOH mount of skin biopsy showing intracellular yeast
form of Histoplasma spp. The pointer shows budding yeast cell
form inside the macrophage giving the false impression of capsule.

Discussion
In India, histoplasmosis is not considered endemic, but areas of high
prevalence are along the north-eastern states, namely West Bengal and
Uttar Pradesh [9,10]. First case of histoplasmosis from India was
described by Panja and Sen [11]. Since then it has been reported from
various states (eg. Chandigarh, Bihar, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh,
Gujarat, Chattisgarh and Kerala) as isolated case reports as well as case
series among both immunocompromised and healthy patients. The
patient in this study was a 46-year-old- diabetic male and a resident of
Delhi in North India. Delhi has previously not been considered
endemic but some cases have been reported recently [12-14].

Figure 3: H&E stained mount of Lymph node biopsy showing
intracellular yeast form of Histoplasma spp.
Our patient had enlarged liver, spleen and bilateral inguinal lymph
nodes along with erythematous papules on face, trunk, back and on
limbs. Hepatosplenomegaly with cutaneous lesions were a significant
mode of presentation in this case as well as in other reports by many
Indian authors. [11,18-20]
The case was diagnosed as disseminated histoplasmosis on the basis
of clinical presentation and direct microscopy and confirmation by
histopathology. Although culture was negative, KOH mount features
were characteristic for diagnosis (Figure 2). Culture could have been
negative due to some antifungal treatment in past as patient had gone
to a nursing home before presenting to our institute. Hence, this case
report emphasizes the role of direct KOH mount preparation for the
diagnosis of histoplasmosis. In Indian literature, very few reports
demonstrated the diagnosis of disseminated histoplasmosis solely on
KOH microscopy results. To best of our knowledge there is only one
case of disseminated histoplasmosis with cutaneous manifestation that
has been reported from India in which microbiological diagnosis was
made solely on the basis of direct KOH mount preparation [21].
The early clinical manifestations of disseminated histoplasmosis are
nonspecific, often lead to diagnostic difficulty, and it is misdiagnosed
as tuberculosis or malignancy [22]. Therefore clinical awareness and
good diagnostic laboratory facilities are all necessary for improved
understanding of the epidemiology of histoplasmosis as well as to
differentiate disseminated disease from more common diseases in our
country like tuberculosis, lymphoma or metastatic malignancy.

Figure 2: Giemsa stained mount of skin biopsy showing intracellular
yeast form of Histoplasma spp.
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